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About This Content

Claim your own Junior colonist and gain the ability to name him, choose profile and write his bio. After each major patch, the
official database will be updated and any other player may find and recruit the colonist you created.

The colonist will wear a unique suit and you will be able to pick one, among eight, special skills and count with him right after
the activation of your colonies.
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hmm cant say I didnt like it... another game I got cause it would play on my ex gf mac(see other reviews)... enjoyed it in a
simple way very short though which was good at the time.. The game is basically a Supply Chain Management wet dream, as
you can have 100+ ships all automated working for you, along with tons of sweatshops and other things. You can put your
Trading Office to buy/sell things automatically for you. Very handy to purchase a lot of goods while you fast forward the game
to get your ship where you want to. If you will use this, the game is fairly easy and you can focus on macro-managing.. weapons
are not that realistic. the climbing system needs work. I could not get off the top of the ladder after climbing up. the hostage
doesn't work either.. Played this game with coworkers on a work trip. First word I got was "Happy Ending".

Paw of approval.. will not work with modern computers. Mouse function extermely difficult. waste of money. The Game
seemed decent at first and I was enjoying it, but I then hit a progression breaking bug and I was unable to get any feedback from
the forums. There has not been any recent updates nor has the developer spoke on the forums for months. I would say buyer
beware on this one as I am not sure if it will ever be updated again and the forums are pretty dead.

I will say to be fair that up until I hit the bug it was an okay hack and slash ARPG. That said, I don't think even without the bug
that it is worth the $20 asking price.. Best refundsimulator 2017
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The Yawhg has excellent writing, interesting mechanics, an incredibly low barrier to entry, and the art is gorgeous!

This title really shines with multiple players and despite technically only featuring local coop, it works nicely over live stream or
any video conference software with screen share. Each playthrough will be short but multiple playthroughs are rewarding
because there is actually a lot to see here. There are unexpected interactions and numerous choices to make that really do change
the outcome. The Yawhg very much encourages the players to see what happens instead of simply trying to win by making the
correct decisions. Playing the game is creating the story, which might not be for everyone, but there is a lot here to play with
here!

. respect for u bro <3. Hodor's Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33JB3l1owEs

. PROS:

-had potential if the creators gave a crap.

CONS:

-Sucked!!!
-No music except for maybe like 30 secs worth.
-doesnt really tell you what to do.
-thats about it.

#TrashOrTreasure
#Trash!!!!!!. Do not buy this game. The copy protection they included causes the game to be unplayable on modern OS. Spend
your money elsewhere unless you want to go digging around for a crack so you can play a game you legit purchased.. i didnt like
this. This game is extremely fun and I would definitely recommend it if you have some friends to play with. However, this is the
first VR game to make me extremely motion sick. I've played a lot of hours in echo arena and never got sick and I'm not usually
prone to motion sickness. So be careful!. http://youtu.be/KXwJg6KwXqI

Flashback Video Review text version:

Flashback is a cool game in looks and concept that is ultimately let down by some awkward controls and gameplay elements that
could have been better implemented. With a bit more core content, the game could have extended its presence, but as it stands,
it's a short experience not likely to entice players beyond a single run through. For nostalgia's sake it's worth a punt, but some
elements such as the voice acting might leave you a bit underwhelmed. The price might seem right at under £8, but in terms of
value there's enough here to get your monies worth - but that will largely depend on how big a fan you are.

Score 6/10 - Review by Robert Cram
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